Award Medal. Victory over Swedes at the Battle of Kalish. 1706. GOLD. Oval 50 (43) by 39 mm. 42.03 gm. By S. Gouin and G. Haupt. Laureate armored bust of Peter I right / Peter I on horseback at the battle, date in ex. Vernon 151 (silver), Chep 17, Sm 176, Iverson 22/18. EXTREMELY RARE. EF

Battle of Poltava. 1709. In the weight of 50 Ducats. Gold. 65 mm. 177.06 gm. By B. Scott. Peter riding over fallen Swede / Peter as a Hercules standing on trophies with map of the battle scene in background. Tiregale 30. Extremely rare. Hercules is somewhat weakly struck. About UNC and as struck
Ex Hess, 1939, Grand Duke George Mikhailovich sale, # 69.
Ex Christie’s, Grand Duke George Mikhailovich sale, # 295

To Commemorate Prince Grigori Orlov for Saving Moscow from the Cholera plague. 1771. Gold. 92 mm. About 420 gm. 120 Ducats. By I.G. Waechter. Bust of Count Orlov left wearing Order of St. Andrew and Personal Award Portrait of Catherine II / Count G. Orlov on horseback l., panoramic view of Moscow behind. A magnificent medal. Of the greatest rarity. Choice EF to About UNC
Ex Sotheby’s 1954, ‘King Farouk of Egypt Collection Sale’, # 1589